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PRODUCTS ON SCHATTEN-VON NEUMANN
CLASSES AND MODULATION SPACES
JOACHIM TOFT
Abstrat. We onsider modulation spae and spaes of Shatten-
von Neumann symbols where orresponding pseudo-dierential op-
erators map one Hilbert spae to another. We prove Hölder-Young
and Young type results for suh spaes under dilated onvolutions
and multipliations. We also prove ontinuity properties for suh
spaes under the twisted onvolution, and the Weyl produt. These
results lead to ontinuity properties for twisted onvolutions on
Lebesgue spaes, e. g. L
p
(ω) is a twisted onvolution algebra when
1 ≤ p ≤ 2 and appropriate weight ω.
0. Introdution
In this paper we establish ontinuity properties for various produts
on modulation spaes and a familly of symbol lasses suh that or-
responding pseudo-dierential operators are of Shatten-von Neumann
types.
This means that eah symbol lass onsists of all tempered distri-
butions suh that the orresponding pseudo-dierential operators are
Shatten-von Neumann operators of ertain degree from one Hilbert
spae to another. For suh spaes of funtions and distributions, we
establish Young type and Hölder-Young type inequalities with respet
to the Weyl produt, twisted onvolution, dilated onvolutions and di-
lated multipliations. These produts are important in the theory of
pseudo-dierential operators. In fat, the Weyl produt orresponds
to ompositions of Weyl operators on the symbol side. On the sym-
pleti Fourier transform side, the Weyl produt takes the form as a
twisted onvolution. In the theory of pseudo-dierential operators, it
is in many situations onvenient to approximate a pseudo-dierential
operator with a Toeplitz operator. Then the Weyl symbol of a Toeplitz
operator is an ordinary onvolution of the Toeplitz symbol and a rank
one element, whih an be rewritten as a produt between symbols by
using the sympleti Fourier transform.
2000 Mathematis Subjet Classiation. ??
Key words and phrases. twisted, 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In partiular we generalize results in [43,45℄, where similar questions
were onsidered for lassial modulation spaes, and spaes of pseudo-
dierential operators of Shatten-von Neumann types on L2. The Weyl
produt in the ontext of modulation spae theory was reently investi-
gated in [26℄. From these results we establish ontinuity for the twisted
onvolutions when ating on modulation spaes of Wiener amalgam
type, using the fat that the Fourier transform of a Weyl produt is es-
sentially a twisted onvolution of the Weyl symbols. From these results
we thereafter prove ontinuity properties of the twisted onvolution on
weighted Fourier Lebesgue spaes.
We also apply our results on Toeplitz operators and prove that for
eah appropriate dilated symbol to a Shatten-von Neumann pseudo-
dierential operator, then the Toeplitz operator belongs the same Shatten-
von Neumann lass.
In order to be more spei, we reall some denitions. Assume that
t ∈ R is xed and that a ∈ S (R2d). (We use the same notation for
the usual funtion and distribution spaes as in [27℄.) Then the pseudo-
dierential operator at(x,D) with symbol a is the ontinuous operator
on S (Rd), dened by the formula
(0.1)
(at(x,D)f)(x) = (Opt(a)f)(x)
= (2π)−d
∫∫
a((1− t)x+ ty, ξ)f(y)ei〈x−y,ξ〉 dydξ.
The denition of at(x,D) extends to eah a ∈ S ′(R2d), and then
at(x,D) is ontinuous from S (R
d) to S ′(Rd). (Cf. e. g. [27℄.) In fat,
the Fourier transform F is the linear and ontinuous operator on
S ′(Rd) whih takes the form
(0.2) (Ff)(ξ) = f̂(ξ) = (2π)−d/2
∫
f(x)ei〈x,ξ〉 dx,
when f ∈ L1(Rd). If F2F is the partial Fourier transform of F (x, y) ∈
S ′(R2d) with respet to the y variable and a ∈ S ′(R2d), then we let
at(x,D) be the linear and ontinuous operator from S (R
d) to S ′(Rd)
with the distribution kernel
(0.3) Ka,t(x, y) = (F
−1
2 a)((1− t)x+ ty, x− y).
If t = 1/2, then at(x,D) is equal to the Weyl operator a
w(x,D) for
a. If instead t = 0, then the standard (Kohn-Nirenberg) representation
a(x,D) is obtained.
For eah a ∈ S (R2d) we also let Aa be the linear and ontinuous
operator from S (Rd) to S (Rd), given by
(0.4) (Aa)(x, y) = (2π)−d/2
∫
a((y − x)/2, ξ)e−i〈x+y,ξ〉 dξ.
(Here and in what follows we identify operators with their distribution
kernels.) This operator representation is losely related to the Weyl
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quantization in the sense that
Aa(x, y) = (2π)d/2Ka,1/2(−x, y) = (2π)d/2KFσa,1/2(x, y),
where Fσ denotes the sympleti Fourier transform (see Setion 1 for
strit denitions). Here the rst equality follows from (0.3) and (0.4).
In partiular, the denition of Aa extends to eah a ∈ S ′(R2d) and
then Aa is ontinuous from S (Rd) to S ′(Rd), sine the same is true
for the Weyl quantization.
In the Weyl alulus, operator omposition orresponds on the sym-
bol level to the Weyl produt, sometimes also alled the twisted prod-
ut, denoted by #. In Setions 23 we establish extensions for the Weyl
produt and twisted onvolutions on modulation spaes, whih we shall
desribe now.
The modulation spaes was introdued by Feihtinger in [10℄, and
developed further and generalized in [11, 1416, 21℄, where Feihtinger
and Gröhenig established the theory of oorbit spaes. In partiu-
lar, the modulation spaes Mp,q(ω) and W
p,q
(ω), where ω denotes a weight
funtion on phase (or time-frequeny shift) spae, appear as the set
of tempered (ultra-) distributions whose STFT belong to the weighted
and mixed Lebesgue spae Lp,q1,(ω) and L
p,q
2,(ω) respetively. (See Setion 1
for strit denitions.) It follows that ω, p and q to some extent quan-
tify the degrees of asymptoti deay and singularity of the distribu-
tions in Mp,q(ω) and W
p,q
(ω). By hoosing the weight ω in appropriate ways,
the spae W p,q(ω) beomes a Wiener amalgam spae, introdued by Fe-
ihtinger in [8℄. Furthermore, if ω is trivial, i. e. ω = 1, then Mp,q(ω) is
the lassial modulation spae Mp,q. (See [12℄ for the most updated
desription of modulation spaes.)
From the onstrution of these spaes, it turns out that modulation
spaes of the form Mp,q(ω) and Besov spaes in some sense are rather
similar, and sharp embeddings between these spaes an be found in
[45, 47℄, whih are improvements of ertain embeddings in [19℄. (See
also [38℄ for veriation of the sharpness.) In the same way it follows
that modulation spaes of the form W p,q(ω) and Triebel-Lizorkin spaes
are rather similar.
During the last 15 years many results have been proved whih onrm
the usefulness of the modulation spaes and their Fourier transforms
in time-frequeny analysis, where they our naturally. For example, in
[16,21℄, it is shown that all suh spaes admit reonstrutible sequene
spae representations using Gabor frames.
Parallel to this development, modulation spaes have been inor-
porated into the alulus of pseudo-dierential operators. In fat, in
[21, 23℄, Gröhenig and Heil prove that eah operator with symbol in
M∞,1 is ontinuous on all modulation spaes Mp,q, p, q ∈ [1,∞]. In
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partiular, sine M2,2 = L2 it follows that any suh operator is L2
ontinuous, whih was proved by Sjöstrand already in [36℄.
Some further generalizations to operators with symbols in more gen-
eral modulation spaes were obtained in [24, 45, 46, 48℄. Modulation
spaes in pseudodierential alulus is urrently an ative eld of re-
searh (see e. g. [24, 28, 29, 3840,42, 45, 48℄).
In the Weyl alulus of pseudo-dierential operators, operator om-
position orresponds on the symbol level to the Weyl produt, some-
times also alled the twisted produt, denoted by #. A problem in this
eld is to nd onditions on the weight funtions ωj and pj, qj ∈ [1,∞],
that are neessary and suient for the map
(0.5) S (R2d)×S (R2d) ∋ (a1, a2) 7→ a1#a2 ∈ S (R2d)
to be uniquely extendable to a map from Mp1,q1(ω1) (R
2d)×Mp2,q2(ω2) (R2d) to
Mp0,q0(ω0) (R
2d), whih is ontinuous in the sense that for some onstant
C > 0 it holds
(0.6) ‖a1#a2‖Mp0,q0
(ω0)
≤ C‖a1‖Mp1,q1
(ω1)
‖a2‖Mp2,q2
(ω2)
,
when a1 ∈ Mp1,q1(ω1) (R2d) and a2 ∈M
p2,q2
(ω2)
(R2d). Important ontributions
in this ontext an be found in [22, 26, 29, 36, 42℄, where Theorem 0.3
′
in [26℄ seems to be the most general result so far.
The Weyl produt on the Fourier transform side is given by a twisted
onvolution, ∗σ. It follows that the ontinuity questions here above are
the same as nding appropriate onditions on ωj and pj , qj ∈ [1,∞], in
order for the map
(0.7) S (R2d)×S (R2d) ∋ (a1, a2) 7→ a1 ∗σ a2 ∈ S (R2d)
to be uniquely extendable to a map from W p1,q1(ω1) (R
2d)×W p2,q2(ω2) (R2d) to
W p0,q0(ω0) (R
2d), whih is ontinuous in the sense that for some onstant
C > 0 it holds
(0.8) ‖a1 ∗σ a2‖W p0,q0
(ω0)
≤ C‖a1‖W p1,q1
(ω1)
‖a2‖W p2,q2
(ω2)
,
when a1 ∈ W p1,q1(ω1) (R2d) and a2 ∈ W
p2,q2
(ω2)
(R2d). In this ontext the onti-
nuity result whih orresponds to Theorem 0.3
′
in [26℄ is Theorem 2.3
in Setion 2.
In the end of Setion 2 we espeially onsider the ase when pj =
qj = 2. In this ase, W
2,2
(ωj)
agrees with L2(ωj), for appropriate hoies
of ωj. Hene, for suh ωj, it follows immediately from Theorem 2.3
that the map (0.7) extends to a ontinuous mapping from L2(ω1)(R
2d)×
L2(ω2)(R
2d) to L2(ω0)(R
2d), and that
‖a1 ∗σ a2‖L2
(ω0)
≤ C‖a1‖L2
(ω1)
‖a2‖L2
(ω2)
,
when a1 ∈ L2(ω1)(R2d) and a2 ∈ L2(ω2)(R2d). In Setion 2 we prove a
more general result, by ombining this result with Young's inequality,
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and then using interpolation. Finally we use these results in Setion
3 to extend the lass of possible window funtions in the denition of
modulation spae norm.
In Setions 23, the seond part of the paper, we osider spaes of the
form st,p(H1,H2) and s
A
p (H1,H2), whih onsist of all a ∈ S ′(R2d)
suh that at(x,D) and Aa respetively are Shatten-von Neumann op-
erator of order p ∈ [1,∞] from the Hilbert spae H1 to the Hilbert
spae H2. From the denitions it follows that the general ontinuity
results for the usual Shatten-von Neumann lasses arry over to the
st,p and s
A
p spaes, after the usual operator ompositions have been
replaed by the Weyl produt and twisted onvolution respetively.
In Setion 4 we onsider the ase when Hj are equal to M
2
(ωj)
(Rd)
for some appropriate weight funtions ωj. In this situation we estab-
lish Young type result for dilated onvolution and multipliation. More
preisely, assume that
(0.9) p1
−1 + p2
−1 = 1 + r−1, 1 ≤ p1, p2, r ≤ ∞,
and that Hj = M
2
(ωj )
and Hk,j = M
2
(ωk,j)
are appropriate. If t1, t2 6= 0
and c1t
2
1 + c2t
2
2 = 1, for some hoie of c1, c2 ∈ {±1}, then we prove
that
a1( · /t1) ∗ a2( · /t2) ∈ st,r(H1,H2), when aj ∈ st,pj (H1,j,H2,j),
and
a1(t1 · ) · a2(t2 · ) ∈ st,r(H1,H2), when aj ∈ st,pj (H1,j,H2,j).
In partiular, if Hj = Hk,j = L
2(Rd), then we reover the results in
Setion 3 in [43℄. Furthermore, if eah of the operators awj (x,D) are
positive with respet to the L2 form, then we prove that the same is
true for (a1( · /t1) ∗ a2( · /t2))w(x,D).
1. Preliminaries
In this setion we reall some notations and basi results. The proofs
are in general omitted.
We start by disussing appropriate onditions for the involved weight
funtions. Assume that ω and v are positive and measureable funtions
on R
d
. Then ω is alled v-moderate if
(1.1) ω(x+ y) ≤ Cω(x)v(y)
for some onstant C whih is independent of x, y ∈ Rd. If v in (1.1) an
be hosen as a polynomial, then ω is alled polynomially moderated.
We let P(Rd) be the set of all polynomially moderated funtions on
R
d
. If ω(x, ξ) ∈ P(R2d) is onstant with respet to the x-variable
(ξ-variable), then we sometimes write ω(ξ) (ω(x)) instead of ω(x, ξ).
In this ase we onsider ω as an element in P(R2d) or in P(Rd)
depending on the situation.
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We reall that the Fourier transform F on S ′(Rd), whih takes the
form (0.2) when f ∈ L1(Rd), is a homeomorphism on S ′(Rd) whih
restrits to a homeomorphism on S (Rd) and to a unitary operator on
L2(Rd).
Let ϕ ∈ S ′(Rd) be xed, and let f ∈ S ′(Rd). Then the short-time
Fourier transform Vϕf(x, ξ) of f with respet to the window funtion
ϕ is the tempered distribution on R2d whih is dened by
Vϕf(x, ξ) ≡ F (f ϕ( · − x)(ξ).
If f, ϕ ∈ S (Rd), then it follows that
Vϕf(x, ξ) = (2π)
−d/2
∫
f(y)ϕ(y − x)e−i〈y,ξ〉 dy.
Next we reall some properties on modulation spaes and their Fourier
transforms. Assume that ω ∈ P(R2d) and that p, q ∈ [1,∞]. Then the
mixed Lebesgue spae Lp,q1,(ω)(R
2d) onsists of all F ∈ L1loc(R2d) suh
that ‖F‖Lp,q
1,(ω)
< ∞, and Lp,q2,(ω)(R2d) onsists of all F ∈ L1loc(R2d) suh
that ‖F‖Lp,q
2,(ω)
<∞. Here
‖F‖Lp,q
1,(ω)
=
(∫ (∫
|F (x, ξ)ω(x, ξ)|p dx
)q/p
dξ
)1/q
,
and
‖F‖Lp,q
2,(ω)
=
(∫ (∫
|F (x, ξ)ω(x, ξ)|q dξ
)p/q
dx
)1/p
,
with obvious modiations when p =∞ or q =∞.
Assume that p, q ∈ [1,∞], ω ∈ P(R2d) and ϕ ∈ S (Rd)\0 are xed.
Then the modulation spaes Mp,q(ω)(R
d) and W p,q(ω)(R
d) are the Banah
spaes whih onsist of all f ∈ S ′(Rd) suh that
(1.2) ‖f‖Mp,q
(ω)
≡ ‖Vϕf‖Lp,q
1,(ω)
<∞, and ‖f‖W p,q
(ω)
≡ ‖Vϕf‖Lp,q
2,(ω)
<∞
respetively. The denitions ofMp,q(ω)(R
d) andW p,q(ω)(R
d) are independent
of the hoie of ϕ and dierent ϕ gives rise to equivalent norms. (See
Proposition 1.1 below). From the fat that
Vbϕf̂(ξ,−x) = ei〈x,ξ〉Vϕˇf(x, ξ), ϕˇ(x) = ϕ(−x),
it follows that
f ∈ W q,p(ω)(Rd) ⇐⇒ f̂ ∈Mp,q(ω0)(Rd), ω0(ξ,−x) = ω(x, ξ).
For onvenieny we setMp(ω) = M
p,p
(ω), whih agrees withW
p
(ω) = W
p,p
(ω) .
Furthermore we set Mp,q = Mp,q(ω) and W
p,q = W p,q(ω) if ω ≡ 1. If ω is
given by ω(x, ξ) = ω1(x)ω2(ξ), for some ω1, ω2 ∈ P(Rd), then W p,q(ω) is
a Wiener amalgam spae, introdued by Feihtinger in [8℄.
The proof of the following proposition is omitted, sine the results
an be found in [9,10,1416,21,4548℄. Here and in what follows, p′ ∈
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[1,∞] denotes the onjugate exponent of p ∈ [1,∞], i. e. 1/p+1/p′ = 1
should be fullled.
Proposition 1.1. Assume that p, q, pj, qj ∈ [1,∞] for j = 1, 2, and
ω, ω1, ω2, v ∈ P(R2d) are suh that ω is v-moderate and ω2 ≤ Cω1 for
some onstant C > 0. Then the following are true:
(1) if ϕ ∈M1(v)(Rd)\0, then f ∈Mp,q(ω)(Rd) if and only if (1.2) holds,
i. e. Mp,q(ω)(R
d). Moreover, Mp,q(ω) is a Banah spae under the
norm in (1.2) and dierent hoies of ϕ give rise to equivalent
norms;
(2) if p1 ≤ p2 and q1 ≤ q2 then
S (Rd) →֒ Mp1,q1(ω1) (Rn) →֒ M
p2,q2
(ω2)
(Rd) →֒ S ′(Rd);
(3) the L2 produt ( · , · ) on S extends to a ontinuous map from
Mp,q(ω)(R
n) × Mp′,q′(1/ω)(Rd) to C. On the other hand, if ‖a‖ =
sup |(a, b)|, where the supremum is taken over all b ∈ S (Rd)
suh that ‖b‖
Mp
′,q′
(1/ω)
≤ 1, then ‖ · ‖ and ‖ · ‖Mp,q
(ω)
are equivalent
norms;
(4) if p, q < ∞, then S (Rd) is dense in Mp,q(ω)(Rd) and the dual
spae of Mp,q(ω)(R
d) an be identied with Mp
′,q′
(1/ω)(R
d), through the
form ( · , · )L2. Moreover, S (Rd) is weakly dense in M∞(ω)(Rd).
Similar fats hold if the Mp,q(ω) spaes are replaed by W
p,q
(ω) spaes.
Proposition 1.1 (1) allows us be rather vague onerning the hoie
of ϕ ∈ M1(v) \ 0 in (1.2). For example, if C > 0 is a onstant and
A is a subset of S ′, then ‖a‖Mp,q
(ω)
≤ C for every a ∈ A , means
that the inequality holds for some hoie of ϕ ∈ M1(v) \ 0 and every
a ∈ A . Evidently, a similar inequality is true for any other hoie of
ϕ ∈ M1(v) \ 0, with a suitable onstant, larger than C if neessary.
In the following remark we list some other properties for modulation
spaes. Here and in what follows we let 〈x〉 = (1+|x|2)1/2, when x ∈ Rd.
Remark 1.2. Assume that p, p1, p2, q, q1, q2 ∈ [1,∞] are suh that
q1 ≤ min(p, p′), q2 ≥ max(p, p′), p1 ≤ min(q, q′), p2 ≥ max(q, q′),
and that ω, v ∈ P(R2d) are suh that ω is v-moderate. Then the
following is true:
(1) if p ≤ q, then W p,q(ω)(Rd) ⊆ Mp,q(ω)(Rd), and if p ≥ q, then
Mp,q(ω)(R
d) ⊆W p,q(ω)(Rd). Furthermore, if ω(x, ξ) = ω(x), then
Mp,q1(ω) (R
d) ⊆W p,q1(ω) (Rd) ⊆ Lp(ω)(Rd) ⊆W p,q2(ω) (Rd) ⊆Mp,q2(ω) (Rd).
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In partiular, M2(ω) = W
2
(ω) = L
2
(ω). If instead ω(x, ξ) = ω(ξ),
then
W p1,q(ω) (R
d) ⊆Mp,q1(ω) (Rd) ⊆ FLq(ω)(Rd) ⊆ Mp2,q(ω) (Rd) ⊆W p2,q(ω) (Rd).
Here FLq(ω0)(R
d) onsists of all f ∈ S ′(Rd) suh that
‖f̂ ω0‖Lq <∞;
(2) if ω(x, ξ) = ω(x), then
Mp,q(ω)(R
d) ⊆ C(Rd) ⇐⇒ W p,q(ω)(Rd) ⊆ C(Rd) ⇐⇒ q = 1.
(3) M1,∞(Rd) and W 1,∞(Rd) are onvolution algebras. If C ′B(R
d)
is the set of all measures on R
d
with bounded mass, then
C ′B(R
d) ⊆W 1,∞(Rd) ⊆M1,∞(Rd);
(4) if x0 ∈ Rd is xed and ω0(ξ) = ω(x0, ξ), then
Mp,q(ω) ∩ E ′ = W p,q(ω) ∩ E ′ = FLq(ω0) ∩ E ′;
(5) for eah x, ξ ∈ Rd and modulation spae norm ‖ · ‖ we have
‖ei〈 · ,ξ〉f( · − x)‖ ≤ Cv(x, ξ)‖f‖,
for some onstant C whih is independent of f ∈ S ′(Rd);
(6) if ω˜(x, ξ) = ω(x,−ξ) then f ∈Mp,q(ω) if and only if f ∈Mp,q(ω˜);
(7) if s ∈ R and ω(x, ξ) = 〈ξ〉s, then M2(ω) = W 2(ω) agrees with
the Sobolev spae H2s , whih onsists of all f ∈ S ′ suh that
F−1(〈 · 〉sf̂) ∈ L2.
(See e. g. [9, 10, 1416,21, 4548℄.)
Remark 1.3. Assume that s, t ∈ R. In many appliations it is ommon
that funtions of the form
σs(x) = 〈x〉s and σs,t(x, ξ) ≡ 〈x〉t〈ξ〉s,
are involved. Then it easilly follows that σs and σs,t are σ|s|-moderate
and σ|s|,|t|-moderate respetively. For onveniene we set
Mp,qs,t = M
p,q
(σs,t)
Mp,qs = M
p,q
(σs)
,
and similarily for other funtion and distribution spaes, e. g. we set
Lps = L
p
(σs)
. We note that for suh weight funtions we have
Mp,qs,t (R
d) = { f ∈ S ′(Rd) ; 〈x〉t〈D〉sf ∈Mp,q(Rd) }, s, t ∈ R
and
Mp,qs (R
d) = Mp,qs,0 (R
d) ∩Mp,q0,s (Rd), s ≥ 0.
(Cf. [46℄.) In partiular, sine M2 = L2, it holds M2s = H
2
s ∩ L2s, when
s ≥ 0. (See also [21, 23℄.)
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Next we reall some fats in Chapter XVIII in [27℄ onerning pseudo-
dierential operators. Assume that a ∈ S (R2d), and that t ∈ R is
xed. Then the pseudo-dierential operator at(x,D) in (0.1) is a lin-
ear and ontinuous operator on S (Rd). For general a ∈ S ′(R2d), the
pseudo-dierential operator at(x,D) is dened as the ontinuous oper-
ator from S (Rd) to S ′(Rd) with distribution kernel given by (0.3).
This denition makes sense, sine the mappings F2 and F (x, y) 7→
F ((1− t)x+ ty, y−x) are homeomorphisms on S ′(R2d). Furthermore,
by Shwartz kernel theorem it follows that the map a 7→ at(x,D) is a
bijetion from S ′(R2d) to the set of linear and ontinuous operators
from S (Rd) to S ′(Rd).
We reall that for s, t ∈ R and a, b ∈ S ′(R2d), we have
(1.3) as(x,D) = bt(x,D) ⇐⇒ b(x, ξ) = ei(t−s)〈Dx ,Dξ〉a(x, ξ).
(Note here that the right-hand side makes sense, sine ei(t−s)〈Dξ ,Dx〉 on
the Fourier transform side is a multipliation by the bounded funtion
ei(t−s)〈x,ξ〉.
Assume that t ∈ R and a ∈ S ′(R2d) are xed. Then a is alled
a rank-one element with respet to t, if the orresponding pseudo-
dierential operator is of rank-one, i. e.
(1.4) at(x,D)f = (f, f2)f1,
for some f1, f2 ∈ S ′(Rd). By straight-forward omputations it follows
that (1.4) is fullled, if and only if a = (2π)d/2W tf1,f2, where the W
t
f1,f2
t-Wigner distribution, dened by the formula
(1.5) W tf1,f2(x, ξ) ≡ F (f1(x+ t · )f2(x− (1− t) · ))(ξ),
whih takes the form
W tf1,f2(x, ξ) = (2π)
−d/2
∫
f1(x+ ty)f2(x− (1− t)y)e−i〈y,ξ〉 dy,
when f1, f2 ∈ S (Rd). By ombining these fats with (1.3), it follows
that
(1.6) W tf1,f2 = e
i(t−s)〈Dx ,Dξ〉W sf1,f2,
for eah f1, f2 ∈ S ′(Rd) and s, t ∈ R. Sine the Weyl ase (t = 1/2)
is partiulary important to us, we set W tf1,f2 = Wf1,f2 when t = 1/2. It
follows that Wf1,f2 is the usual (ross-) Wigner distribution of f1 and
f2.
Next we reall the denition of sympleti Fourier transform, Weyl
produt, twisted onvolution and related objets. Assume that a, b ∈
S ′(R2d). Then the Weyl produt a#b between a and b is the funtion or
distribution whih fullls (a#b)w(x,D) = aw(x,D)◦bw(x,D), provided
the right-hand side makes sense. More general, if t ∈ R, then the
produt #t is dened by the formula
(1.7) (a#tb)t(x,D) = at(x,D) ◦ bt(x,D),
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provided the right-hand side makes sense as a ontinuous operator from
S (Rd) to S ′(Rd).
The even-dimensional vetor spae R
2d
is a (real) sympleti vetor
spae with the (standard) sympleti form
σ(X, Y ) = σ
(
(x, ξ); (y, η)
)
= 〈y, ξ〉 − 〈x, η〉,
where 〈·, ·〉 denotes the usual salar produt on Rd.
The sympleti Fourier transform for a ∈ S (R2d) is dened by the
formula
(Fσa)(X) = π
−d
∫
a(Y )e2iσ(X,Y ) dY.
Then F−1σ = Fσ is ontinuous on S (R
2d), and extends as usual to a
homeomorphism on S ′(R2d), and to a unitary map on L2(R2d). The
sympleti short-time Fourier transform of a ∈ S ′(R2d) with respet
to the window funtion ϕ ∈ S ′(R2d) is dened by
Vϕa(X, Y ) = Fσ
(
aϕ( · −X))(Y ), X, Y ∈ R2d.
Assume that ω ∈ P(R4d). Then we let Mp,q(ω)(R2d) and Wp,q(ω)(R2d)
denote the modulation spaes, where the sympleti short-time Fourier
transform is used instead of the usual short-time Fourier transform
in the denitions of the norms. It follows that any property valid for
Mp,q(ω)(R
2d) orW p,q(ω)(R
2d) arry over toMp,q(ω)(R2d) andWp,q(ω)(R2d) respe-
tively. For example, for the sympleti short-time Fourier transform we
have
(1.8) VFσϕ(Fσa)(X, Y ) = e2iσ(Y,X)Vϕa(Y,X),
whih implies that
(1.9) FσMp,q(ω)(R2d) =Wq,p(ω0)(R2d), ω0(X, Y ) = ω(Y,X).
Assume that a, b ∈ S (R2d). Then the twisted onvolution of a and
b is dened by the formula
(1.10) (a ∗σ b)(X) = (2/π)d/2
∫
a(X − Y )b(Y )e2iσ(X,Y ) dY.
The denition of ∗σ extends in dierent ways. For example, it extends
to a ontinuous multipliation on Lp(R2d) when p ∈ [1, 2], and to a
ontinuous map from S ′(R2d)×S (R2d) to S ′(R2d). If a, b ∈ S ′(R2d),
then a#b makes sense if and only if a ∗σ b̂ makes sense, and then
(1.11) a#b = (2π)−d/2a ∗σ (Fσb).
We also remark that for the twisted onvolution we have
(1.12) Fσ(a ∗σ b) = (Fσa) ∗σ b = aˇ ∗σ (Fσb),
where aˇ(X) = a(−X) (f. [41, 43, 44℄). A ombination of (1.11) and
(1.12) give
(1.13) Fσ(a#b) = (2π)
−d/2(Fσa) ∗σ (Fσb).
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Next we onsider the operator A in (0.4). We reall that A is a
homeomorphism on S ′(R2d), whih restrits to a homeomorphism on
S (R2n) and to unitary map on L2(R2d). Furthermore, by Fourier's
inversion formula it follows that the inverse is given by
(A−1U)(x, ξ) = F (U( · /2− x, · /2 + x))(−ξ)
when U ∈ S ′(R2d), whih takes the form of
(A−1U)(x, ξ) = (2π)−d/2
∫
ei〈y,ξ〉U(y/2− x, y/2 + x) dy,
when U ∈ S (R2d).
An important reason for onsidering the operator Aa is its lose
onnetion with the Weyl alulus (f. Lemma 1.4), and that
(1.14) A(a ∗σ b) = Aa ◦ Ab,
when a ∈ S ′(R2d) (a ∈ S (R2d)) and b ∈ S (R2d) (b ∈ S ′(R2d)).
(See [17,41,43,44℄.) Here we have identied operators with their kernels.
In the following lemma we list some fats about the operator A.
The result is a onsequene of Fourier's inversion formula, and the
veriations are left for the reader.
Lemma 1.4. Let A be as above and let U = Aa where a ∈ S ′(R2d).
Then the following is true:
(1) Uˇ = Aaˇ, if aˇ(X) = a(−X);
(2) JFU = AFσa, where JFU(x, y) = U(−x, y);
(3) A(Fσa) = (2π)
d/2aw(x,D) and (aw(x,D)f, g) = (2π)−d/2(Aa, gˇ⊗
f) when f, g ∈ S (Rd);
(4) the Hilbert spae adjoint of Aa equals Aa˜, where a˜(X) = a(−X).
Furthermore, if a1, a2, b ∈ S (R2d), then
(a1∗σ a2, b) = (a1, b∗σ a˜2) = (a2, a˜1∗σ b), (a1∗σ a2)∗σ b = a1∗σ (a2∗σ b).
Next we reall some fats on operators whih are positive with re-
spet to the L2 form (see the end of the introdution). Assume that T
is a linear and ontinuous operator from S (Rd) to S ′(Rn). We say
that T is positive semi-denite and write T ≥ 0, if (Tf, f)L2 ≥ 0 for
every f ∈ S (Rd). Furthermore, we also onsider distributions whih
are positive with respet to the twisted onvolution.
Denition 1.5. Assume that a ∈ D ′(R2d). Then a is alled a σ-
positive distribution if (a ∗σ ϕ, ϕ)L2 ≥ 0 for all ϕ ∈ C∞0 (R2d). The
set of all σ-positive distributions is denoted by S ′+(R
2d). Furthermore,
S ′+(R
2d) ∩ C(R2d), the set of σ-positive (ontinuous) funtions, is de-
noted by C+(R
2d).
In [44℄ that it is proved that
S
′
+ ⊆ S , and C+ ⊆ L2 ∩ CB ∩FCB,
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where CB(R
2d) is the set of bounded ontinuous funtions on Rd whih
turns to zero at innity.
The following result is a straight-forward onsequene of the deni-
tions, and shows that positivity in the sense of Denition 1.5 is losely
related to positive in operator and pseudo-dierential operator theory.
(See also [41, 43℄.)
Proposition 1.6. Assume that a ∈ S ′(R2d). Then
a ∈ S ′+(R2d) ⇐⇒ Aa ≥ 0 ⇐⇒ (Fσa)w(x,D) ≥ 0.
In the end of Setion 5 we also onsider Toeplitz operators. Assume
that a ∈ S (R2d), h1, h2 ∈ S (Rd), and set fˇ(x) = f(−x) when f is
a distribution. Then the Toeplitz operator Tph1,h2(a), with symbol a,
and window funtions h1 and h2, is dened by the formula
(Tph1,h2(a)f1, f2) = (aVhˇ1f1, Vhˇ2f2) = (a(2 · )Wf1,h1,Wf2,h2)
when f1, f2 ∈ S (Rd). The denition of Tph1,h2(a) extends in several
ways. For example, several extensions are presented in [5, 25, 41, 43,
45, 48, 49℄, in suh ways that h1, h2 and a are permitted to belong to
Lebesgue spaes, modulation spaes or Shatten-von Neumann symbol
lasses.
The most of these extensions are based on the fat that the pseudo-
dierential operator symbol of a Toeplitz opertor an be expressed by
the relation
(1.15)
(a ∗ u)t(x,D) = Tph1,h2(a) with
u(X) = (2π)−d/2W th2,h1(−X),
when t = 1/2, h1, h2 are suitable window funtions on R
d
and a is
an appropriate distribution on R
2d
. (See e. g. [5,41,43,4547,49℄.) For
general t, (1.15) is an immediate onsequene of the ase t = 1/2, (1.6),
and the fat that
ei(t−s)〈Dx,Dξ〉(a ∗ u) = a ∗ (ei(t−s)〈Dx,Dξ〉u),
whih follows by integrations by parts.
2. Twisted onvolution on modulation spaes and
Lebesgue spaes
In this setion we disuss algebrai properties of the twisted onvo-
lution when ating on modulation spaes of the form Wp,q(ω). The most
general result is equivalent to Theorem 0.3
′
in [26℄, whih onerns on-
tinuity for the Weyl produt on modulation spaes of the form Mp,q(ω).
Thereafter we use this result to establish ontinuity properties for the
twisted onvolution when ating on weighted Lebesgue spaes.
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The following lemma is important in our investigations. The proof
is omitted sine the result is an immediate onsequene of Lemma 4.4
in [42℄ and its proof, (1.8), (1.11) and (1.12).
Lemma 2.1. Assume that a1 ∈ S ′(R2d), a2 ∈ S (R2d) and ϕ1, ϕ2 ∈
S (R2d). Then the following is true:
(1) if ϕ = πdϕ1#ϕ2, then ϕ ∈ S (R2d), the map
Z 7→ e2iσ(Z,Y )(Vχ1a1)(X − Y + Z,Z) (Vχ2a2)(X + Z, Y − Z)
belongs to L1(R2d), and
(2.1) Vϕ(a1#a2)(X, Y )
=
∫
e2iσ(Z,Y )(Vχ1a1)(X − Y + Z,Z) (Vχ2a2)(X + Z, Y − Z) dZ;
(2) if ϕ = 2−dϕ1 ∗σ ϕ2, then ϕ ∈ S (R2d), the map
Z 7→ e2iσ(X,Z−Y )(Vχ1a1)(X − Y + Z,Z) (Vχ2a2)(Y − Z,X + Z)
belongs to L1(R2d), and
(2.2) Vϕ(a1 ∗σ a2)(X, Y )
=
∫
e2iσ(X,Z−Y )(Vχ1a1)(X − Y + Z,Z) (Vχ2a2)(Y − Z,X + Z) dZ
The rst part of the latter result is used in [26℄ to prove the following
result, whih is essentially a restatement of Theorem 0.3
′
in [26℄. Here
we assume that the involved weight funtions satisfy
(2.3) ω0(X, Y ) ≤ Cω1(X−Y +Z,Z)ω2(X+Z, Y−Z), X, Y, Z ∈ R2d.
for some onstant C > 0, and that pj , qj ∈ [1,∞] satisfy
1
p1
+
1
p2
− 1
p0
= 1−
( 1
q1
+
1
q2
− 1
q0
)
(2.4)
and
0 ≤ 1
p1
+
1
p2
− 1
p0
≤ 1
pj
,
1
qj
≤ 1
q1
+
1
q2
− 1
q0
, j = 0, 1, 2.(2.5)
Theorem 2.2. Assume that ω0, ω1, ω2 ∈ P(R4d) satisfy (2.3), and
that pj , qj ∈ [1,∞] for j = 0, 1, 2, satisfy (2.4) and (2.5). Then the
map (0.5) on S (R2d) extends uniquely to a ontinuous map from
Mp1,q1(ω1) (R2d)×M
p2,q2
(ω2)
(R2d) toMp0,q0(ω0) (R2d), and for some onstant C >
0, the bound (0.6) holds for every a1 ∈Mp1,q1(ω1) (R2d) and a2 ∈M
p2,q2
(ω2)
(R2d).
The next result is an immediate onsequene of (1.9), (1.13) and
Theorem 2.2. Here the ondition (2.3) should be replaed by
(2.6) ω0(X, Y ) ≤ Cω1(X−Y +Z,Z)ω2(Y−Z,X+Z), X, Y, Z ∈ R2d.
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and the ondition (2.5) should be replaed by
(2.7) 0 ≤ 1
q1
+
1
q2
− 1
q0
≤ 1
pj
,
1
qj
≤ 1
p1
+
1
p2
− 1
p0
, j = 0, 1, 2.
Theorem 2.3. Assume that ω0, ω1, ω2 ∈ P(R4d) satisfy (2.6), and
that pj , qj ∈ [1,∞] for j = 0, 1, 2, satisfy (2.4) and (2.7). Then the
map (0.7) on S (R2d) extends uniquely to a ontinuous map from
Wp1,q1(ω1) (R2d)×W
p2,q2
(ω2)
(R2d) to Wp0,q0(ω0) (R2d), and for some onstant C >
0, the bound (0.8) holds for every a1 ∈ Wp1,q1(ω1) (R2d) and a2 ∈ W
p2,q2
(ω2)
(R2d).
By using Theorem 2.3 we may generalize Proposition 1.4 in [43℄
to involve ontinuity of the twisted onvolution on weighted Lebesgue
spaes. Here the ondition (2.6) is replaed by
(2.8) ω0(X1 +X2) ≤ Cω1(X1)ω2(X2)
Theorem 2.4. Assume that ω0, ω1, ω2 ∈ P(R2d) and p, p1, p2 ∈ [1,∞]
satisfy (2.8), p1, p2 ≤ p and
max
(1
p
,
1
p′
)
≤ 1
p1
+
1
p2
− 1
p
≤ 1,
for some onstant C. Then the map (0.7) extends uniquely to a ontin-
uous mapping from Lp1(ω1)(R
2d)×Lp2(ω2)(R2d) to L
p
(ω0)
(R2d). Furthermore,
for some onstant C it holds
‖a1 ∗σ a2‖Lp
(ω0)
≤ C‖a1‖Lp1
(ω1)
‖a2‖Lp2
(ω2)
,
when a1 ∈ Lp1(ω1)(R2d), and a2 ∈ L
p2
(ω2)
(R2d).
Proof. From the assumptions it follows that at most one of p1 and p2
are equal to∞. By reasons of symmetry we may therefore assume that
p2 <∞.
Sine W 2(ω) = M
2
(ω) = L
2
(ω) when ω(X, Y ) = ω(X), in view of Theo-
rem 2.2 in [46℄, the result follows from Theorem 2.3 in the ase p1 =
p2 = p = 2.
Now assume that 1/p1 + 1/p2 − 1/p = 1, a1 ∈ Lp1(R2d) and that
a2 ∈ S (R2d). Then
‖a1 ∗σ a2‖Lp
(ω0)
≤ (2/π)d/2‖ |a1| ∗ |a2| ‖Lp
(ω0)
≤ C‖a1‖Lp1
(ω1)
‖a2‖Lp2
(ω2)
,
by Young's inequality. The result now follows in this ase from the fat
that S is dense in Lp2(ω2), when p2 <∞.
The result now follows in the general ase by multi-linear interpola-
tion between the ase p1 = p2 = p = 2 and the ase 1/p1+1/p2−1/p =
1, using Theorem 4.4.1 in [1℄ and the fat that
(Lp1(ω)(R
2d), (Lp2(ω)(R
2d))[θ] = L
p0
(ω)(R
2d), when
1− θ
p1
+
θ
p2
=
1
p0
.
(Cf. Chapter 5 in [1℄.) The proof is omplete. 
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By letting p1 = p and p2 = q ≤ min(p, p′), or p2 = p and p1 = q ≤
min(p, p′), Theorem 2.4 takes the following form:
Corollary 2.5. Assume that ω0, ω1, ω2 ∈ P(R2d) and p, q ∈ [1,∞] sat-
isfy (2.8), and q ≤ min(p, p′) for some onstant C. Then the map (0.7)
extends uniquely to a ontinuous mapping from Lp(ω1)(R
2d)×Lq(ω2)(R2d)
or Lq(ω1)(R
2d)× Lp(ω2)(R2d) to L
p
(ω0)
(R2d).
In the next setion we need the following renement of Theorem 2.4
onerning mixed Lebesgue spaes.
Theorem 2.4
′
. Assume that k ∈ {1, 2}, ω0, ω1, ω2 ∈ P(R2d) and
p, pj, q, qj ∈ [1,∞] for j = 1, 2 satisfy (2.8), p1, p2 ≤ p, q1, q2 ≤ q and
max
(1
p
,
1
p′
,
1
q
,
1
q′
)
≤ 1
p1
+
1
p2
− 1
p
,
1
q1
+
1
q2
− 1
q
≤ 1,
for some onstant C. Then the map (0.7) extends uniquely to a on-
tinuous mapping from Lp1,q1k,(ω1)(R
2d)× Lp2,q2k,(ω2)(R2d) to L
p,q
k,(ω0)
(R2d). Fur-
thermore, for some onstant C it holds
‖a1 ∗σ a2‖Lp,q
k,(ω0)
≤ C‖a1‖Lp1,q1
k,(ω1)
‖a2‖Lp2,q2
k,(ω2)
,
when a1 ∈ Lp1,q1k,(ω1)(R2d), and a2 ∈ L
p2,q2
k,(ω2)
(R2d).
Proof. The result follows fromMinkowski's inequality when p1 = q1 = 1
and when p2 = q2 = 1. Furthermore, the result follows in the ase
p1 = p2 = q1 = q2 = 2 from Theorem 2.4. In the general ase, the
result follows from these ases and multi-linear interpolation. 
3. Window funtions in modulation spae norms
In this setion we use the results in the previous setion to prove that
the lass of permitted windows in the modulation spae norms an be
extended. More preisely we have the following.
Proposition 3.1. Assume that p, p0, q, q0 ∈ [1,∞] and ω, v ∈ P(R2d)
are suh that p0, q0 ≤ min(p, p′, q, q′), vˇ = v and ω is v-moderate. Also
assume that f ∈ S ′(Rd). Then the following is true:
(1) if ϕ ∈ Mp0,q0(v) (Rd) \ 0, then f ∈ Mp,q(ω)(Rd) if and only if Vϕf ∈
Lp,q1,(ω)(R
2d). Furthermore, ‖f‖ ≡ ‖Vϕf‖Lp,q
1,(ω)
denes a norm
for Mp,q(ω)(R
d), and dierent hoies of ϕ give rise to equivalent
norms;
(2) if ϕ ∈ W p0,q0(v) (Rd) \ 0, then f ∈ W p,q(ω)(Rd) if and only if Vϕf ∈
Lp,q2,(ω)(R
2d). Furthermore, ‖f‖ ≡ ‖Vϕf‖Lp,q
2,(ω)
denes a norm
for W p,q(ω)(R
d), and dierent hoies of ϕ give rise to equivalent
norms.
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For the proof we note that the relation between Wigner distributions
(f. (1.5) with t = 1/2) and short-time Fourier is given by
Wf,g(x, ξ) = 2
dei〈x,ξ〉/2Vgˇf(2x, 2ξ),
whih implies that
(3.1) ‖Wf,ϕˇ‖Lp,q
k,(ω0)
= 2d‖Vϕf‖Lp,q
k,(ω)
, when ω0(x, ξ) = ω(2x, 2ξ)
for k = 1, 2.
Finally, by Fourier's inversion formula it follows that if f1, g2 ∈
S ′(Rd) and f1, g2 ∈ L2(Rd), then
(3.2) Wf1,g1 ∗σ Wf2,g2 = (fˇ2, g1)L2Wf1,g2.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We may assume that p0 = q0 = min(p, p
′, q, q′).
Assume that ϕ, ψ ∈ Mp0,q0(v) (Rd) ⊆ L2(Rd), where the inlusion follows
from the fat that p0, q0 ≤ 2 and v ≥ c for some onstant c > 0. Sine
vˇ = v, and ‖Vϕψ‖Lp0,q0
k,(v)
= ‖Vψϕ‖Lp0,q0
k,(v)
when vˇ = v, the result follows if
we prove that
(3.3) ‖Vϕf‖Lp,q
k,(ω)
≤ C‖Vψf‖Lp,q
k,(ω)
‖Vϕψ‖Lp0,q0
k,(v)
,
for some onstant C whih is independent of f ∈ S ′(Rd) and ϕ, ψ ∈
Mp0,q0(v) (R
d).
If p1 = p, p2 = p0, q1 = q, q2 = q0, ω0 = ω(2 · ) and v0 = v(2 · ), then
Theorem 2.4
′
and (3.2) give
‖Vϕf‖Lp,q
k,(ω)
= C1‖Wf,ϕˇ‖Lp,q
k,(ω0)
= C2‖Wf,ψˇ ∗σ Wψ,ϕˇ‖Lp,qk,(ω0) ≤ C3‖Wf,ψˇ‖Lp,qk,(ω0)‖Wψ,ϕˇ‖Lp0,q0k,(v0)
= C4‖Vψf‖Lp,q
k,(ω)
‖Vϕψ‖Lp0,q0
k,(v)
,
and (3.3) follows. The proof is omplete. 
4. Shatten-von Neumann lasses and pseudo-differential
operators
In this setion we disuss Shatten-von Neumann lasses of pseudo-
dierential operators from a Hilbert spae H1 to another Hilbert spae
H2. Shatten-von Neumann lasses were introdued by R. Shatten
in [33℄ in the ase H1 = H2. (See also [35℄). The general situation,
when H1 is not neessarily equal to H2, has thereafter been onsidered
in [2, 34, 50℄.
Let ON(Hj), j = 1, 2, denote the family of orthonormal sequenes
in Hj, and assume that T : H1 → H2 is linear, and that p ∈ [1,∞].
Then set
‖T‖Ip = ‖T‖Ip(H1,H2) ≡ sup
(∑
|(Tfj, gj)H2 |p
)1/p
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(with obvious modiations when p =∞). Here the supremum is taken
over all (fj) ∈ ON(H1) and (gj) ∈ ON(H2). Then Ip = Ip(H1,H2),
the Shatten-von Neumann lass of order p, onsists of all linear and
ontinuous operators T from H1 to H2 suh that ‖T‖Ip(H1,H2) is nite.
We note that I∞(H1,H2) agrees with B(H1,H2), the set of linear and
ontinuous operators from H1 to H2, with equality in norms. We also
let K(H1,H2) be the set of all linear and ompat operators from H1
to H2, and equip this spae with the operator norm as usual. (Note
that the notation I♯(H1,H2) was used instead of K(H1,H2) in [48℄.)
If H1 = H2, then the shorter notation Ip(H1) is used instead of
Ip(H1,H2), and similarily for B(H1,H2) and K(H1,H2).
Assume that (ej) is an orthonormal basis in H1, and that S ∈
I1(H1). Then the trae of S is dened as
trH1 S =
∑
(Sej , ej)H1 .
For eah pairs of operators T1, T2 ∈ I∞(H1,H2) suh that T ∗2 ◦ T1 ∈
I1(H1), the sesqui-linear form
(T1, T2) = (T1, T2)H1,H2 ≡ trH1(T ∗2 ◦ T1)
of T1 and T2 is well-dened. Here we note that T ∈ Ip(H1,H2) if and
only if T ∗ ∈ Ip(H2,H1). We refer to [2, 35, 50℄ for more fats about
Shatten-von Neumann lasses.
In order for disussing Shatten-von Neumann operators within the
theory of pseudo-dierential operators, we assume from now on that
the Hilbert spaes H ,H0,H1,H2, . . . are tempered in the following
sense.
Denition 4.1. The Hilbert spae H ⊆ S ′(Rd) is alled tempered
(on R
d
), if S (Rd) is ontained and dense in H .
Assume that H is a tempered Hilbert spae on Rd. Then we let Hˇ
and H τ be the sets of all f ∈ S ′(Rd) suh that fˇ ∈ H and f ∈ H
respetively. Then Hˇ and H τ are tempered Hilbert spaes under the
norms
‖f‖Hˇ ≡ ‖fˇ‖H and ‖f‖H τ ≡ ‖f‖H
respetively.
The L2-dual, H ′, of H is the set of all ϕ ∈ S ′(Rd) suh that
‖ϕ‖H ′ ≡ sup |(ϕ, f)L2(Rd)|
is nite. Here the supremum is taken over all f ∈ S (Rd) suh that
‖f‖H ≤ 1. Assume that ϕ ∈ H ′. Sine S is dense in H , it follows
from the denitions that the map f 7→ (ϕ, f)L2 from S (Rd) to C
extends uniquely to a ontinuous mapping from H to C. The following
version of Riesz lemma is useful for us. In order to be self-ontained,
we also give a proof.
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Lemma 4.2. Assume that H ⊆ S ′(Rd) is a tempered Hilbert spae
with L2-dual H ′. Then the following is true:
(1) H ′ is a tempered Hilbert spae whih an be identied with the
dual spae of H through the L2-form;
(2) there is a unique map TH from H to H
′
suh that
(4.1) (f, g)H = (TH f, g)L2(Rd);
(3) if TH is the map in (2), (ej)j∈I is an orthonormal basis in H
and εj = TH ej, then TH is isometri, (εj)j∈I is an orthonormal
basis and
(εj, ek)L2(Rd) = δj,k.
Proof. We have that S ⊆ H ′ ⊆ S ′, and sine S is dense in H , it
follows that S is dense also in H ′.
First assume that f ∈ H , g ∈ S (Rd), and let TH f in S ′(Rd) be
dened by (4.1). By the denitions it follow that TH f ∈ H ′, and that
TH from H to H
′
is isometri. Furthermore, sine the dual spae of
H an be identied with itself, under the salar produt of H , the
asserted duality properties of H ′ follow.
Let (ej)j∈I be an arbitrary orthonormal basis in H , and let εj =
TH ej . Then it follows that ‖εj‖H ′ = 1 and
(εj, ek)L2 = (ej , ek)H = δj,k.
Furthermore, if
f =
∑
αjej, ϕ =
∑
αjεj
g =
∑
βjej, γ =
∑
βjεj
are nite sums, and we set (ϕ, γ)H ′ ≡ (f, g)H , then it follows that
( · , · )H ′ denes a salar produt on suh nite sums in H ′, and that
‖ϕ‖2
H ′
= (ϕ, ϕ)H ′. By ontinuity extensions it now follows that (ϕ, γ)H ′
extends uniquely to eah ϕ, γ ∈ H ′, and that the identity ‖ϕ‖2
H ′
=
(ϕ, ϕ)H ′ holds. This proves the result. 
In what follows we all the basis (εj) in Lemma 4.2 as the dual basis
of (ej).
Corollary 4.3. Assume that H is a tempered Hilbert spae on Rd.
Then
M2s,s(R
d) ⊆ H ,H ′ ⊆M2−s,−s(Rd),
for some s ≥ 0. Furthermore, M2s,s(Rd) is dense in H and H ′, whih
in turn are dense in M2−s,−s(R
d).
Proof. The topology in S an be obtained by using the semi-norms
‖f‖[s] ≡
∑
|α|,|β|≤s
‖xαDβf‖L2, s = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
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From the fat that S is ontinuously embedded in H and in H ′, it
therefore follows that
‖f‖H ≤ C‖f‖[s] and ‖ϕ‖H ′ ≤ C‖ϕ‖[s],
when f ∈ S , provided s is hosen large enough.
Sine the ompletion of S (Rd) under ‖ · ‖[s] is equal to M2s,s(Rd),
the result follows by a standard argument of approximation, using the
duality propoerties in Proposition1.1 (4), together with the fats that
S is dense in H , H ′, M2s,s and in M
2
−s,−s. The proof is omplete. 
Assume that H1,H2 ⊆ S ′(Rd) are tempered Hilbert spaes, t ∈ R
is xed and that p ∈ [1,∞]. Then we let sAp (H1,H2) and st,p(H1,H2)
be the sets of all a ∈ S ′(R2d) suh that Aa ∈ Ip(H1,H2) and
at(x,D) ∈ Ip(H1,H2) respetively. We also let sA♯ (H1,H2) and st,♯(H1,H2)
be the set of all a ∈ S ′(R2d) suh that Aa ∈ K(H1,H2) and at(x,D) ∈
K(H1,H2) respetively. These spaes are equipped by the norms
‖a‖st,p(H1,H2) ≡ ‖at(x,D)‖Ip(H1,H2), ‖a‖sAp (H1,H2) ≡ ‖Aa‖Ip(H1,H2),
‖a‖st,♯(H1,H2) ≡ ‖a‖st,∞(H1,H2), ‖a‖sA♯ (H1,H2) ≡ ‖a‖sA∞(H1,H2).
Sine the mappings a 7→ Aa and a 7→ at(x,D) are bijetions from
S ′(R2d) to the set of linear and ontinuous operators from S (Rd)
to S ′(Rd), it follows that a 7→ Aa and a 7→ at(x,D) restrit to
isometri bijetions from sAp (H1,H2) and st,p(H1,H2) respetively to
Ip(H1,H2). Consequently, the properties for Ip(H1,H2) arry over
to sAp (H1,H2) and st,p(H1,H2). In partiular, elements in s
A
1 (H1,H2)
of nite rank (i. e. elements of the form a ∈ sA1 (H1,H2) suh that Aa
is a nite rank operator) are dense in sA♯ (H1,H2) and in s
A
p (H1,H2)
when p <∞. Sine the Weyl quantization is partiularly important in
our onsiderations we also set
swp = st,p and s
w
♯ = st,♯, when t = 1/2.
If ω1, ω2 ∈ P(R2d), then we use the notation sAp (ω1, ω2) instead of
sAp (M
2
(ω1)
,M2(ω2)). Furthermore we set s
A
p (ω1, ω2) = s
A
p (R
2d) if in addi-
tion ω1 = ω2 = 1. In the same way the notations for st,p, s
w
p , st,♯ and
sw♯ are simplied.
Remark 4.4. Assume that t, t1, t2 ∈ R, p ∈ [1,∞], H1,H2 are tem-
pered Hilbert spaes on R
d
and that a, b ∈ S ′(R2d). Then it follows
by Fourier's inversion formula that the map eit〈Dx,Dξ〉 is a homeomor-
phism on S (R2d) whih extends uniquely to a homeomorphism on
S ′(R2d). Furthermore, by (1.3) it follows that ei(t2−t1)〈Dx,Dξ〉 restrits
to an isometri bijetion from st1,p(H1,H2) to st2,p(H1,H2).
The following proposition shows how st,p(H1,H2), s
A
p (H1,H2) and
other similar spaes are linked together. The proof is essentially the
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same as the proof of Proposition 5.1 in [50℄. Here and in what follows
we let aτ (x, ξ) = a(x,−ξ) be the torsion of a ∈ S ′(R2d).
Proposition 4.5. Assume that t ∈ R, H1,H2 are tempered Hilbert
spaes in R
d
, a ∈ S ′(R2d), and that p ∈ [1,∞]. Then swp (H1,H2) =
sAp (H1, Hˇ2). Furthermore, the following onditions are equivalent:
(1) a ∈ swp (H1,H2);
(2) Fσa ∈ swp (H1, Hˇ2) = sAp (H1,H2);
(3) a ∈ swp (H ′2 ,H ′1 );
(4) aτ ∈ sAp (H τ1 ,H τ2 );
(5) aˇ ∈ swp (Hˇ1, Hˇ2);
(6) a˜ ∈ swp (Hˇ ′2 , Hˇ ′1 );
(7) ei(t−1/2)〈Dξ ,Dx〉a ∈ st,p(H1,H2).
Proof. Let a1 = Fσa, a2 = a, a3 = a
τ
, a4 = aˇ and a5 = a˜. Then the
equivalenes follow immediately from Remark 4.4 and the equalities
(aw(x,D)f, g) = (aw1 (x,D)f, gˇ) = (f, a
w
2 (x,D)g)
= (aw3 (x,D)f, g) = (a
w
4 (x,D)fˇ , gˇ) = (fˇ , a
w
5 (x,D)gˇ),
when a ∈ S ′(R2d) and f, g ∈ S (Rd). Here the rst equality follows
from the fat that if K(x, y) is the distribution kernel of aw(x,D),
thenK(−x, y) is the distribution kernel of (Fσa)w(x,D) = (2π)−d/2Aa.
(Cf. [41, 43℄.) The proof is omplete. 
In Remarks 4.6 and 4.7 below we list some properties whih follow
from well-known results in the theory of Shatten-von Neumann lasses
in ombination with (1.7), (1.14) and the fat that the mappings a 7→
at(x,D) and a 7→ Aa are isometri bijetions from st,p(H1,H2) and
swp (H1,H2) respetively to Ip(H1,H2). (We refer to [2,35,50℄ for or-
responding results about the Ip spaes.) Here the forms ( · , · )st,2(H1,H2)
and ( · , · )sA2 (H1,H2) are dened by the formula
(a, b)st,2(H1,H2) = (at(x,D), bt(x,D))I2(H1,H2), a, b ∈ st,2(H1,H2)
and
(a, b)sA2 (H1,H2) = (Aa,Ab)I2(H1,H2), a, b ∈ sA2 (H1,H2).
We also reall that p′ ∈ [1,∞] is the onjugate exponent for p ∈ [1,∞],
i. e. 1/p + 1/p′ = 1. Finally, the set l∞0 onsists of all sequenes in l
∞
whih turns to zero at innity, and l10 onsists of all sequenes (λj)j∈I
suh that λj = 0 exept for nite numbers of j ∈ I.
Remark 4.6. Assume that p, pj, q, r ∈ [1,∞] for 1 ≤ j ≤ 2, t ∈ R,
and that H1, . . . ,H4 are tempered Hilbert spaes on R
d
. Then the
following is true:
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(1) the set st,p(H1,H2) is a Banah spae whih inreases with
the parameter p. If in addition p < ∞ and p1 ≤ p2, then
st,p(H1,H2) ⊆ st,♯(H1,H2), st,1(H1,H2) is dense in st,p(H1,H2)
and in st,♯(H1,H2), and
(4.2) ‖a‖st,p2(H1,H2) ≤ ‖a‖st,p1(H1,H2), a ∈ st,∞(H1,H2);
(2) equality in (4.2) is attained, if and only if a is of rank one, and
then ‖a‖st,p(H1,H2)p = (2π)−d/2‖f0‖H1‖g0‖H2 , when a is given by
(1.5);
(3) if 1/p1+1/p2 = 1/r, a1 ∈ st,p1(H1,H2) and a1 ∈ st,p1(H2,H3),
then a2#ta1 ∈ st,r(H1,H3), and
(4.3) ‖a2#ta1‖st,r(H1,H3) ≤ ‖a1‖st,p1(H1,H2)‖a2‖st,p2(H2,H3).
On the other hand, for any a ∈ st,r(H1,H3), there are elements
a1 ∈ st,p1(H1,H2) and a2 ∈ st,p2(H2,H3) suh that a = a2#ta1
and equality holds in (4.3);
(4) if H1 ⊆ H2 and H3 ⊆ H4, then st,p(H2,H3) ⊆ st,p(H1,H4).
Similar fats hold when the st,p spaes and the produt #t are replaed
by sAp spaes and ∗σ.
Remark 4.7. Assume that p, pj, q, r ∈ [1,∞] for 1 ≤ j ≤ 2, t ∈ R,
and that H1, . . . ,H4 are tempered Hilbert spaes on R
d
. Then the
following is true:
(1) the form ( · , · )st,2(H1,H2) on st,1(H1,H2) extends uniquely to a
sesqui-linear and ontinuous form from st,p(H1,H2)×st,p′(H1,H2)
to C, and for every a1 ∈ st,p(H1,H2) and a2 ∈ st,p′(H1,H2), it
holds
(a1, a2)st,2(H1,H2) = (a2, a1)st,2(H1,H2),
|(a1, a2)st,2(H1,H2)| ≤ ‖a1‖st,p(H1,H2)‖a2‖st,p′(H1,H2) and
‖a1‖st,p(H1,H2) = sup |(a1, b)st,2(H1,H2)|,
where the supremum is taken over all b ∈ st,p′(H1,H2) suh that
‖b‖st,p′(H1,H2) ≤ 1. If in addition p <∞, then the dual spae of
st,p(H1,H2) an be identied with st,p′(H1,H2) through this
form;
(2) if a ∈ st,♯(H1,H2), then
(4.4) at(x,D)f =
∞∑
j=1
λj(f, fj)H1gj,
holds for some (fj)
∞
j=1 ∈ ON(H1), (gj)∞j=1 ∈ ON(H2) and λ =
(λj)
∞
j=1 ∈ l∞0 , where the operator on the right-hand side of (4.4)
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onvergenes with respet to the operator norm. Moreover, a ∈
st,p(H1,H2), if and only if λ ∈ lp, and then
‖a‖st,p = (2π)−d/2‖λ‖lp
and the operator on the right-hand side of (4.4) onverges with
respet to the norm ‖ · ‖st,p(H1,H2);
(3) If 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1 is suh that 1/p = (1 − θ)/p1 + θ/p2, then the
(omplex) interpolation spae
(st,p1(H1,H2), st,p2(H1,H2))[θ] = st,p(H1,H2)
with equality in norms.
Similar fats hold when the st,p spaes are replaed by s
A
p spaes.
A problem with the form ( · , · )st,2(H1,H2) in Remark 4.7 is the some-
what ompliated struture. In the following we show that there is a
anonial way to replae this form with ( · ,C)L2. We start with the
following result onerning polar deomposition of ompat operators.
Proposition 4.8. Assume that H1 and H2 are tempered Hilbert spaes
on R
d
, a ∈ st,♯(H1,H2) and that p ∈ [1,∞]. Then
a ≡
∑
j∈I
λjW
t
gj ,ϕj
(with norm onvergene) for some orthonormal sequenes (ϕj)j∈I in
H ′1 and (fj)j∈I in H2, and a sequene (λj)j∈I ∈ l∞0 of non-negative
real numbers whih dereases to zero at innity. Furthermore, a ∈
st,p(H1,H2), if and only if (λj)j∈I ∈ lp, and
‖a‖st,p(H1,H2) = (2π)−d/2‖(λj)j∈I‖lp.
Proof. By Remark 4.7 (2) it follows that if f ∈ S (Rd), then
(4.5) at(x,D)f(x) =
∑
j∈I
λj(f, fj)H1gj
for some orthonormal sequenes (fj) in H1 and (gj) in H2, and a
sequene (λj) ∈ l∞0 of non-negative real numbers whih dereases to
zero at innity. Now let (ϕj)j∈I be an orthonormal sequene in H
′
1
suh that (ϕj, gk)L2 = δj,k. Then (f, fj)H1 = (f, γj)L2 , and the result
follows from (4.5), and the fat that
(W tgj ,ϕj )t(x,D)f = (f, ϕj)L2gj = (f, fj)H1gj.
The proof is omplete. 
Next we prove that the duals for st,p(H1,H2) and s
A
p (H1,H2) an
be identied with st,p′(H
′
1 ,H
′
2 ) and s
A
p′(H
′
1 ,H
′
2 ) respetively through
the form ( · ,C)L2.
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Theorem 4.9. Assume that t ∈ R, p ∈ [1,∞) and that H1,H2 are
tempered Hilbert spaes on R
d
. Then the L2 form on S (R2d) extends
uniquely to a duality between st,p(H1,H2) and st,p′(H
′
1 ,H
′
2 ), and the
dual spae for st,p(H1,H2) an be identied with st,p′(H
′
1 ,H
′
2 ) through
this form. Moreover, if ℓ ∈ st,p(H1,H2)∗ and a ∈ st,p′(H ′1 ,H ′2 ) are
suh that ℓ(b) = (a, b)L2 when b ∈ st,p(H1,H2), then
‖ℓ‖ = ‖a‖st,p′(H ′1 ,H ′2 ).
The same is true if the st,p(H1,H2) spaes are replaed by s
A
p (H1,H2)
spaes.
Proof. We only prove the assertion in the ase t = 1/2. The general
ase follows by similar arguments and is left for the reader. Assume that
ℓ ∈ swp (H1,H2)∗. Sine the map b 7→ bw(x,D) is an isometri bijetion
from swp (H1,H2) to Ip(H1,H2), it follows from Remark 4.7 (1) that
for some S ∈ Ip′(H1,H2) and eah orthonormal basis (ej) ∈ ON(H1)
that
(4.6)
ℓ(b) = trH1(S
∗ ◦ bw(x,D)) =
∑
(bw(x,D)ej, Sej)H2 and
‖ℓ‖ = ‖S‖Ip′(H1,H2),
when b ∈ swp (H1,H2).
Now let b ∈ swp (H1,H2) be an arbitrary nite rank element. Then
b =
∑
λjWfj ,εj and ‖b‖swp (H1,H2) = (2π)−d/2‖(λj)‖lp,
for some orthonormal bases (εj) ∈ ON(H ′1 ) and (fj) ∈ ON(H2), and
some sequene (λj) ∈ l10. We also let (ej) ∈ ON(H1) be the dual
basis of (εj) and a the Weyl symbol of the operator TH2 ◦ S ◦ TH ′1 .
Then a ∈ swp′(H1,H2) and ‖a‖swp′(H1,H2) = ‖ℓ‖. By straight-forward
omputations we also get
ℓ(b) = trH1(S
∗ ◦ bw(x,D)) =
∑
(bw(x,D)ej, Sej)H2
=
∑
λj(fj , Sej)H2 =
∑
λj(fj , a
w(x,D)εj)L2(Rd)
= (2π)−d/2
∑
λj(Wfj ,εj , a)L2(R2d) = (2π)
−d/2(b, a)L2(R2d).
Hene ℓ(b) = (2π)−d/2(b, a)L2(R2d). The result now follows from these
identities and the fat that the set of nite rank elements are dense in
swp (H1,H2). The proof is omplete. 
Finally we remark that S is ontained and dense in st,p.
Proposition 4.10. Assume that p ∈ [1,∞), and that H1 and H2 are
tempered Hilbert spaes on R
d
. Then S (R2d) is dense in st,p(H1,H2),
sAp (H1,H2), st,♯(H1,H2) and s
A
♯ (H1,H2). Furthermore, S (R
2d) is
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dense in st,∞(H1,H2) and s
A
∞(H1,H2) with respet to the weak
∗
topol-
ogy.
Proof. The result is an immediate onsequene of Theorem 4.13 in [48℄,
Remark 4.6 (4) and Corollary 4.3. The proof is omplete. 
Remark 4.11. Exept for the Hilbert-Shmidt ase (p = 2), it is in gen-
eral a hard task to nd simple haraterizations of Shatten-von Neu-
mann lasses. Important questions therefore onern of nding embed-
dings between Shatten-von Neumann lasses and well-known funtion
and distribution spaes. Here we reall some of suh embeddings:
(i) in Chapter 4 in [35℄, it is proved that if Q is a unit ube on Rd,
1 ≤ p ≤ 2 and f and g are measureable on Rd and satisfy( ∑
xα∈Zn
(∫
xα+Q
|f(x)|2 dx
)p/2)1/p
<∞,
and similarily for g, then f(x)g(D) ∈ Ip(L2), or equivalently,
f(x)g(ξ) ∈ st,p(R2d) when t = 0;
(ii) Let Bp,qs (R
d) be the Besov spae with parameters p, q ∈ [1,∞]
and s ∈ R (f. [43,45,47,48℄ for strit denitions). In [43℄ sharp
embeddings of the form
Bp,q1s1 (R
2d) ⊆ swp (R2d) ⊆ Bp,q2s2 (R2d)
is presented. Here
(4.7) q1 = min(p, p
′) and q2 = max(p, p
′).
We also remark that the sharp embeddingB∞,1s (R
2d) ⊆ st,∞(R2d)
for ertain hoies of t was proved already in [3, 4, 30, 37℄;
(iii) In [48, Theorem 4.13℄ it is proved that if ω1, ω2 ∈ P(R2d),
ω(x, ξ, η, y) = ω2(x− ty, ξ + (1− t)η)/ω1(x+ (1− t)y, ξ − tη)
and p, q1, q2 ∈ [1,∞] satisfy (4.7), then
(4.8) Mp,q1(ω) (R
2d) ⊆ st,p(ω1, ω2) ⊆Mp,q2(ω) (R2d).
In partiular, (4.8) overs the Shatten-von Neumann results
in [23,36,45℄, where similar questions are onsidered in the ase
ω1 = ω2 = ω = 1. Furthermore, in [48℄, embeddings between
st,p(ω1, ω2) and Besov spaes with ω1 = ω2 are established.
5. Young inequalities for weighted Shatten-von
Neumann lasses
In this setion we establish Young type results for dilated onvolu-
tions and multipliations on st,p(H1,H2) and on s
A
p (H1,H2), under
the assumptions that H1 and H2 are appropriate modulation spaes
of Hilbert type.
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As a preparation for this we prove some tehnial lemmas, and start
with the following lassiation of Hilbert modulation spaes.
Lemma 5.1. Assume that ω ∈ P(R4d) is suh that ω(x, y, ξ, η) =
ω(x, ξ), χ ∈ S (Rd) \ 0 and that F ∈ S ′(R2d). Then F ∈M2(ω), if and
only if
(5.1) ‖F‖ ≡
( ∫∫∫
|Vχ(F ( · , y))(x, ξ)ω(x, ξ)|2 dxdydξ
)1/2
.
Furthermore, F 7→ ‖F‖ in (5.1) denes a norm whih is equivalent to
any M2(ω) norm.
Proof. We may assume that ‖χ‖L2 = 1. Let χ1 = χ⊗ χ, and let F1F
denotes the partial Fourier transform of F (x, y) with respet to the x
variable. By Parseval's formula we get
‖F‖2M2
(ω)
=
∫∫∫∫
|(Vχ⊗χF )(x, y, ξ, η)ω(x, ξ)|2 dxdydξdη
∫∫ (∫∫
|(F (F χ1( · − (x, y)))(ξ, η)ω(x, ξ)|2 dydη)dxdξ
∫∫ ( ∫∫
|(F1
(
F ( · , z)χ( · − x))(ξ)χ(z − y)ω(x, ξ)|2 dydz) dxdξ
∫∫ (∫
|(F1
(
F ( · , z)χ( · − x))(ξ)ω(x, ξ)|2 dz) dxdξ = ‖F‖,
where the right-hand side is the same as ‖F‖ in (5.1). The proof is
omplete. 
The following lemma is a ornerstone in our further investigations.
We omit the proof sine the result agrees with [43, Lemma 3.2℄.
Lemma 5.2. Assume that s, t ∈ R satises (−1)js−2 + (−1)kt−2 = 1,
for some hoie of j, k ∈ {0, 1}, and that a, b ∈ S (R2d). Also let Tj,z
for j ∈ {0, 1} and z ∈ Rd be the operator on S (R2d), dened by the
formula
(T0,zU)(x, y) = (T1,zU)(y, x) = U(x− z, y + z), U ∈ S (R2d).
Then
(5.2) A(a(s · ) ∗ b(t · ))
= (2π)d/2|st|−d
∫
(Tj,sz(Aa))(s
−1 · )(Tk,−tz(Ab))(t−1 · ) dz.
In Theorem 5.3 onerns dilated onvolutions of sAp spaes. Here the
onditions on the involved weight funtions are
(5.3)
ϑ(X1 +X2) ≤ Cϑj1,1(t1X1)ϑj2,2(t2X2)
ω(X1 +X2) ≤ Cωj1,1(t1X1)ωj2,2(t2X2)
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where
(5.4) ω0,k(X) = ϑ1,k(−X) = ωk(X), ϑ0,k(X) = ω1,k(−X) = ϑk(X)
and
(5.5) (−1)j1t−21 + (−1)j2t−22 = 1.
For onveniene we also set ut = u( · ) and aj,t = aj(t · ).
Theorem 5.3. Assume that p1, p2, r ∈ [1,∞] satisfy (0.9), and that
t1, t2 ∈ R satisfy (5.5), for some hoies of j1, j2 ∈ {0, 1}. Also assume
that ω, ωj, ϑ, ϑj ∈ P(R2d) for j = 1, 2 satisfy (5.3) and (5.4). Then
the mapping (a1, a2) 7→ a1,t1 ∗ a2,t2 on S (R2d), extends uniquely to a
ontinuous mapping from sAp1(1/ω1, ϑ1) × sAp2(1/ω2, ϑ2) to sAr (1/ω, ϑ).
One has the estimate
(5.6) ‖a1,t1 ∗ a2,t2)‖sAr (1/ω,ϑ) ≤ Cd‖a1‖sAp1(1/ω1,ϑ1)‖a2‖sAp2(1/ω2,ϑ2),
where C = C20 |t1|−2/p1 |t2|−2/p2 for some onstant C0 whih is indepen-
dent of t1, t2 and d.
Before the proof we note that for the involved spaes in Theorem 5.3
we have
(5.7) sAp (1/ω, ϑ) ⊆ sAp (R2d) ⊆ sAp (ω, 1/ϑ), when ω, ϑ ≥ c,
for some onstant c > 0. This is an immediate onsequene of Remark
4.6 (4) and that the embeddings M2,2(ω) ⊆ M2,2 = L2 ⊆ M2,2(1/ω) hold
when ω is bounded from below. In partiular,
(5.8)
sA1 (1/ω, ϑ) ⊆ sA1 (R2d) ⊆ C ′B(R2d)∩FC ′B(R2d)∩L2(R2d), when ω, ϑ ≥ c,
where the latter embedding follows from Propositions 1.5 and 1.9 in
[44℄.
Proof. Again we only onsider the ase j1 = 1 and j2 = 0, i. e. t
−2 −
s−2 = 1 when t1 = s and t2 = t. The other ases follows by similar
arguments and are left for the reader. We may assume thatW = T ∗Rd,
and start to prove the theorem in the ase p = q = r = 1. By Proposi-
tion 1.10 and a simple argument of approximations, it follows that we
may assume that a1 = u and a2 = v are rank one elements in S and
satisfy
‖u‖sA1 (1/ω1,ϑ1) ≤ C, ‖v‖sA1 (1/ω2,ϑ2) ≤ C.
for some onstant C. If A is the mapping in (0.1), then it follows that
Au = f1 ⊗ f 2 and Av = g1 ⊗ g2, and
‖f1‖M2
(ϑ1)
‖f2‖M2
(ω1)
≤ C1‖u‖sA1 (1/ω1,ϑ1),
‖g1‖M2
(ϑ2)
‖g2‖M2
(ω2)
≤ C1‖v‖sA1 (1/ω2,ϑ2),
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for some vetors f1, f2, g1, g2 ∈ S suh that
‖f1‖M2
(ϑ1)
≤ C2, ‖f2‖M2
(ω1)
≤ C2, ‖g1‖M2
(ϑ2)
≤ C2, ‖g2‖M2
(ω2)
≤ C2,
for some onstants C1 and C2.
Set
F (x, z) = f2(x/s+sz)g1(x/t+tz), G(y, z) = f1(y/s−sz)g2(y/t−tz).
It follows from (5.2) that
A(us ∗ vt)(x, y) = (2π)d/2|st|−d
∫
F (x, z)G(y, z) dz.
This implies that
(5.9)
‖us ∗ vt‖sA1 (ω,ϑ) ≤ (2π)d/2|st|−d
∫
‖F ( · , z)‖M2
(ϑ)
‖G( · , z)‖M2
(ω)
dz
≤ C|st|−dI1 · I2,
where
(5.10)
I1 =
(∫∫∫
|Vχ(F ( · , z))(x, ξ)ϑ(x, ξ)|2 dxdzdξ
)1/2
I2 =
(∫∫∫
|Vχ(G( · , z))(x, ξ)ω(x, ξ)|2 dxdzdξ
)1/2
.
Hene, I1 ≤ C‖F‖M2
(ϑ0)
and I2 ≤ C‖G‖M2
(ω0)
by Lemma 5.1, when
ω0(x, y, ξ, η) = ω(x, ξ) and ϑ0(x, y, ξ, η) = ϑ(x, ξ).
We need to estimate ‖F‖M2
(ϑ0)
and ‖G‖M2
(ω0)
. In order to estimate
‖F‖M2
(ϑ0)
we hoose the window funtion χ ∈ S (R2d) as
χ(x, z) = χ0(x/s+ sz)χ0(x/t+ tz),
for some real-valued χ0 ∈ S (Rd). By taking (x1/s+ sz1, x1/t+ tz1) as
new variables when evaluating VχF we get by formal omputations
VχF (x, z, ξ, ζ)
= (2π)−d
∫∫
F (x1, z1)χ(x1 − x, z1 − z)e−i〈x1,ξ〉−i〈z1,ζ〉 dx1dz1
= (2π)−d|st|−d
∫∫
f2(x1)g1(z1)χ0(x1− (x/s+sz))χ0(z1− (x/t+ tz))×
× e−i(〈t−1z1−s−1x1,ξ〉+(st)−1〈t−1x1−s−1z1,ζ〉 dx1dz1
= |st|−dVχ0f2(s−1x+ sz, s−1ξ − (st2)−1ζ)Vχ0g1(t−1x+tz, t−1ξ−(s2t)ζ).
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Furthermore, by (5.3), (5.4) and the fat that t−2 − s−2 = 1, we
obtain
ϑ(x, ξ) = ϑ
(
(t−2x+z)−(s−2x+z), (t−2ξ−(st)−2ζ)−(s−2ξ−(st)−2ζ))
≤ Cω1(s−1x+ sz, s−1ξ − (st2)−1ζ)ϑ2(t−1x+ tz, t−1ξ − (s2t)−1ζ)
A ombination of these relations now gives
(5.11) |VχF (x, z, ξ, ζ)ϑ(x, ξ)| ≤ C|st|−dJ1 · J2,
where
J1 = |Vχ0f2(s−1x+ sz, s−1ξ − (st2)−1ζ)ω1(s−1x+ sz, s−1ξ − (st2)−1ζ)|
and
J2 = |Vχ0g1(t−1x+ tz, t−1ξ − (s2t)ζ)ϑ2(t−1x+ tz, t−1ξ − (s2t)−1ζ)|.
By applying the L2 norm and taking
s−1x+ sz, t−1x+ tz, s−1ξ − (st2)−1ζ, t−1ξ − (s2t)−1ζ
as new variables of integration we get
(5.12) ‖F‖M2
(ϑ)
≤ C|st|−2d‖f2‖M2
(ω1)
‖g1‖M2
(ϑ2)
.
By similar omputations it also follows that
(5.13) ‖G‖M2
(ω)
≤ C|st|−2d‖f1‖M2
(ϑ1)
‖g2‖M2
(ω2)
.
Hene, a ombination of Proposition 4.8, (5.9), (5.10), (5.12) and (5.13)
gives
‖us ∗ vt‖sA1 (1/ω,ϑ) ≤ C1|st|−d‖f1‖M2(ϑ1)‖f2‖M2(ω1)‖g1‖M2(ϑ2)‖g2‖M2(ω2)
≤ C2|st|−d‖u‖sA1 (1/ω1,ϑ1)‖v‖sA1 (1/ω2,ϑ2).
This proves the result in the ase p = q = r = 1.
Next we onsider the ase p1 = r = ∞, whih implies that p2 = 1.
Assume that a ∈ sA∞(1/ω1, ϑ1) and that b, c ∈ S (R2d). Then
(as ∗ bt, c) = |s|−4d(a, b˜t0 ∗ cs0),
where b˜(X) = b(−X), s0 = 1/s and t0 = t/s. We laim that
(5.14) ‖b˜t0 ∗ cs0‖sA1 (ω1,1/ϑ1) ≤ C|s2/t|2d‖b‖sA1 (1/ω2,ϑ2)‖c‖sA1 (ω,1/ϑ)
Admitting this for a while, it follows by duality, using Theorem 4.9
that
‖as ∗ bt‖sA
∞
(1/ω,ϑ) ≤ C|s2/t|2ds−4d‖a‖sA
∞
(1/ω1,ϑ1)‖b‖sA1 (1/ω2,ϑ2),
whih gives (5.6). The result now follows in the ase p1 = r = ∞ and
p2 = 1 from the fat that S is dense in s
A
1 (1/ω2, ϑ2). In the same way
the result follows in the ase p2 = r =∞ and p1 = 1.
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For general p1, p2, r ∈ [1,∞] the result follows by multi-linear inter-
polation, using Theorem 4.4.1 in [1℄ and Remark 4.7 (3).
It remains to prove (5.14) when b, c ∈ S (R2d). The ondition (5.5)
is invariant under the transformation (t, s) 7→ (t0, s0) = (t/s, 1/s). Let
ω˜ = 1/ω1, ϑ˜ = 1/ϑ1, ω˜1 = 1/ω,
ϑ˜1 = 1/ϑ, ω˜2 = ϑ2 and ϑ˜2 = ω2.
If X1 = −(X + Y )/s and X2 = Y/s, then it follows that
ω(X1 +X2) ≤ Cϑ1(−sX1)ω2(tX2)
and
ϑ(X1 +X2) ≤ Cω1(−sX1)ϑ2(tX2),
is equivalent to
ω˜(X + Y ) ≤ Cϑ˜1(−s0X)ω˜2(t0Y )
and
ϑ˜(X + Y ) ≤ Cω˜1(−s0X)ϑ˜2(t0Y ).
Hene, the rst part of the proof gives
‖b˜t0 ∗ cs0‖sA1 (ω1,1/ϑ1) = ‖b˜t0 ∗ cs0‖sA1 (1/eω,eϑ)
≤ C|s0t0|−2d‖b˜‖sA1 (1/eω2,eϑ2)‖c˜‖sA1 (1/eω1,eϑ1)
= C|s0t0|−2d‖b˜‖sA1 (1/ϑ2,ω2)‖c˜‖sA1 (ω,1/ϑ)
= C|s0t0|−2d‖b‖sA1 (1/ω2,ϑ2)‖c˜‖sA1 (ω,1/ϑ),
and (5.14) follows. 
Remark 5.4. A proof without any use of interpolation in the ase of
trivial weight is presented in Setion 2.3 in [41℄.
There is a natural generalization of Theorem 5.3 to the ase of more
than two fators in the onvolution. We reall that the orresponding
Young ondition (0.9) for the exponents when we have onvolutions
with N funtions is
(0.9)
′ p1
−1 + · · ·+ pN−1 = N − 1 + r−1, 1 ≤ p1, . . . , pN , r ≤ ∞.
The ondition on the involved weight funtions is
(5.3)
′
ϑ(X1 + · · ·+XN ) ≤ Cϑj1,1(t1X1) · · ·ϑjN ,N(tNXN)
ω(X1 + · · ·+XN ) ≤ Cωj1,1(t1X1) · · ·ωjN ,N(tNXN)
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where
(5.4)
′ ω0,k(X) = ϑ1,k(−X) = ωk(X), ϑ0,k(X) = ω1,k(−X) = ϑk(X)
and
(5.5)
′ (−1)j1t−21 + · · ·+ (−1)jN t−2N = 1.
Theorem 5.3
′
. Assume that p1, . . . , pN , r ∈ [1,∞] satisfy (0.9)′, and
that t1, . . . , tN ∈ R satisfy (5.5)′, for some hoies of j1, . . . , jN ∈
{0, 1}. Also assume that ω, ωj, ϑ, ϑj ∈ P(R2d) for j = 1, . . . , N satisfy
(5.3)
′
and (5.4)
′
. Then the mapping (a1, . . . , aN) 7→ a1,t1 ∗ · · · ∗aN,tN on
S (R2d) extends uniquely to a ontinuous mapping from sAp1(1/ω1, ϑ1)×
· · · × sApN (1/ωN , ϑN) to sAr (1/ω, ϑ). One has the estimate
(5.6)
′
‖a1,t1 ∗ · · · ∗aN,tN‖sAr (1/ω,ϑ)
≤ Cd‖a1‖sAp1(1/ω1,ϑ1) · · · ‖aN‖sApN (1/ωN ,ϑN ),
where C = CN0 |t1|−2/p1 · · · |tN |−2/pN for some onstant C0 whih is in-
dependent of N , t1, . . . , tN and d.
For the proof we need the following lemma.
Lemma 5.5. Assume that ρ, t1, . . . , tN ∈ R \ 0 fullls (5.5)′ and ρ−2+
(−1)jN t−2N = 1, and set t′j = tj/ρ,
ω˜(X) = inf ωj1,1(t
′
1X1) · · ·ωjN−1,N−1(t′N−1XN−1)
and
ϑ˜(X) = inf ϑj1,1(t
′
1X1) · · ·ϑjN−1,N−1(t′N−1XN−1),
where the inma are taken over all X1, . . .XN−1 suh that X = X1 +
· · ·XN−1. Then the following is true:
(1) ω˜, ϑ˜ ∈ P(R2d);
(2) for eah X1, . . .XN−1 ∈ R2d it holds
ω˜(X1 + · · ·+XN−1) = ωj1,1(t′1X1) · · ·ωjN−1,N−1(t′N−1XN−1)
and
ϑ˜(X1 + · · ·+XN−1) = ϑj1,1(t′1X1) · · ·ϑjN−1,N−1(t′N−1XN−1);
(3) if C is the same as in (5.3)′, then for eah X, Y ∈ R2d it holds
ω(X + Y ) ≤ Cω˜(ρX)ωN(tNY ), and ϑ(X + Y ) ≤ Cϑ˜(ρX)ϑN (tNY ).
Proof. The assertion (2) follows immediately from the denitions of ω˜
and ϑ˜, and (3) is an immediate onsequene of (5.3)′.
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In order to prove (3) we assume that X = X1 + · · · + XN−1. Sine
ωj1,1 ∈ P(R2d), it follows that
ω˜(X + Y ) ≤ ωj1,1(t′1(X1 + Y )) · · ·ωjN−1,N−1(t′N−1XN−1)
≤ ωj1,1(t′1X1) · · ·ωjN−1,N−1(t′N−1XN−1)v(Y ),
for some v ∈ P(R2d). By taking the inmum over all representa-
tions X = X1 + · · ·+XN , the latter inequality beomes ω˜(X + Y ) ≤
ω˜(X)v(Y ). This implies that ω˜ ∈ P(R2d), and in the same way it
follows that ϑ˜ ∈ P(R2d). The proof is omplete. 
Proof of Theorem 5.3
′
. We may assume that N > 2 and that the the-
orem is already proved for lower values on N . The ondition on tj is
that c1t
−2
1 + · · ·+ cN t−2N = 1, where cj ∈ {±1}. For symmetry reasons
we may assume that c1t
−2
1 + · · · + cN−1t−2N−1 = ρ−2, where ρ > 0. Let
t′j = tj/ρ, ω˜ and ϑ˜ be the same as in Lemma 5.5, and let r1 ∈ [1,∞] be
suh that 1/r1+1/pN = 1+1/r. Then c1(t
′
1)
−2+· · ·+cN−1(t′N−1)−2 = 1,
r1 ≥ 1 sine pN ≤ r, and
1/p1 + · · ·+ 1/pN−1 = N − 2 + 1/r1.
By the indution hypothesis and Lemma 5.5 (2) it follows that
b = a1,t′1 ∗ · · · ∗ aN−1,t′N−1 = ρd(2N−4)(a1,t1 ∗ · · · ∗ aN−1,tN−1)(·/ρ)
makes sense as an element in sAr1(1/ω˜, ϑ˜), and
‖b‖sAr1(1/eω,eϑ) ≤ C
N−1∏
j=1
|t′j|−2d/pj‖a‖sApj (1/ωj ,ϑj),
for some onstant C. Sine 1/r1 + 1/pN = 1 + 1/r, it follows from
Lemma 5.5 (3) that bρ ∗aN,tN makes sense as an element in sAr (1/ω, ϑ),
and
‖(a1,t1 ∗· · ·∗aN−1,tN−1)∗aN,tN‖sAr (1/ω,ϑ) = ρ−d(2N−4)‖bρ∗aN,tN‖sAr (1/ω,ϑ)
≤ C1‖a1‖sAp1(1/ω1,ϑ1) · · · ‖aN‖sApN (1/ωN ,ϑN ),
where
C1 = Cρ
d(4−2N−2/r1)|tN |−2d/pN
N−1∏
j=1
|t′j|−2d/pj = C
N∏
j=1
|tj|−2d/pj .
This proves the extension assertions. The uniqueness as well as the
symmetri assertions follow from the fats that S is dense in sAp when
p <∞ and dense in sA∞ with respet to the weak∗ topology, and that at
most one pj is equal to innity due to the Young ondition. The proof
is omplete. 
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The rst part of the following result follows by ombining Theorem
5.3
′
, Proposition 4.5 and
(5.15) Fσ(a1 ∗ · · · ∗ aN ) = πdN(Fσa1) · · · (FσaN ),
when a1, . . . , aN ∈ S (R2d). Here the ondition (5.5)′ is replaed by
(5.16) (−1)j1t21 + · · ·+ (−1)jN t2N = 1.
Theorem 5.6. Assume that p1, . . . , pN , r ∈ [1,∞] satisfy (0.9)′, and
that t1, . . . , tN ∈ R satisfy (5.16), for some hoies of j1, . . . , jN ∈
{0, 1}. Also assume that ω, ωj, ϑ, ϑj ∈ P(R2d) for j = 1, . . . , N sat-
isfy (5.3)
′
and (5.4)
′
. Then the mapping (a1, . . . , aN ) 7→ a1,t1 · · ·aN,tN
on S (R2d), where aj,tj(X) = aj(tjX), 1 ≤ j ≤ N , extends uniquely
to a ontinuous mapping from sAp1(1/ω1, ϑ1) × · · · × sApN (1/ωN , ϑN) to
sAr (1/ω, ϑ). One has the estimate
(5.17)
‖a1,t1 · · ·aN,tN‖sAr (1/ω,ϑ)
≤ Cd‖a1‖sAp1(1/ω1,ϑ1) · · · ‖aN‖sApN (1/ωN ,ϑN ).
where C = CN0 |t1|−2/p′1 · · · |tN |−2/p′N for some onstant C0 whih is in-
dependent of N , t1, . . . , tN and d.
Moreover, the produt is positive semi-denite in the sense of De-
nition 1.5, if this is true for eah fator.
Proof. When verifying the positivity statement we may argue by indu-
tion as in the proof of Theorem 5.3
′
. This together with Proposition
1.6 and some simple arguments of approximation shows that it sues
to prove that asbt is positive semi-denite when ±s2 ± t2 = 1, st 6= 0,
and a, b ∈ S (R2d) are σ-positive rank-one element.
We write
asbt = π
−d
Fσ(Fσas ∗Fσbt) = π−d|st|−2dFσ((Fσa)1/s ∗ (Fσb)1/t).
If we set for any U ∈ S (V ⊕ V ),
U0,z(x, y) = U1,z(−y,−x) = U(x+ z, y + z),
then it follows from Lemmas 1.4 and 5.2 that
A(asbt)(x, y) = (2/π)
d/2|st|−d
∫
(Aa)j,z/s(sx, sy)(Ab)k,−z/t(tx, ty) dz,
for some hoie of j, k ∈ {0, 1}. Sine a, b ∈ C+ are rank-one elements,
it follows that the integrand is of the form φz(x) ⊗ φz(y) in all these
ases. This proves that A(asbt) is a positive semi-denite operator. 
The following two theorems follow immediately from Proposition 4.5,
Theorem 5.3
′
and Theorem 5.6. Here the ondition (5.4)
′
is replaed by
(5.4)
′′ ω0,k(X) = ϑ1,k(X) = ωk(X), ϑ0,k(X) = ω1,k(X) = ϑk(X).
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Theorem 5.7. Assume that p1, . . . , pN , r ∈ [1,∞] satisfy (0.9)′, and
that t1, . . . , tN ∈ R satisfy (5.5)′, for some hoies of j1, . . . , jN ∈
{0, 1}. Also assume that ω, ωj, ϑ, ϑj ∈ P(R2d) for j = 1, . . . , N satisfy
(5.3)
′
and (5.4)
′′
. Then the mapping (a1, . . . , aN) 7→ a1,t1 ∗ · · · ∗ aN,tN
on S (R2d), where aj,tj(X) = aj(tjX), 1 ≤ j ≤ N , extends uniquely to
a ontinuous mapping from
swp1(1/ω1, ϑ1)× · · · × swpN (1/ωN , ϑN)
to swr (1/ω, ϑ). One has the estimate
(5.18)
‖a1,t1 ∗ · · · ∗aN,tN‖swr (1/ω,ϑ)
≤ Cd‖a1‖swp1(1/ω1,ϑ1) · · · ‖aN‖swpN (1/ωN ,ϑN ),
where C = CN0 |t1|−2/p1 · · · |tN |−2/pN for some onstant C0 whih is in-
dependent of N , t1, . . . , tN and d.
Moreover, if awj (x,D) ≥ 0 for eah 1 ≤ j ≤ N , then (a1,t1 ∗ · · · ∗
aN,tN )
w(x,D) ≥ 0.
Theorem 5.8. Assume that p1, . . . , pN , r ∈ [1,∞] satisfy (0.9)′, and
that t1, . . . , tN ∈ R satisfy (5.16), for some hoies of j1, . . . , jN ∈
{0, 1}. Also assume that ω, ωj, ϑ, ϑj ∈ P(R2d) for j = 1, . . . , N satisfy
(5.3)
′
and (5.4)
′′
. Then the mapping (a1, . . . , aN) 7→ a1,t1 · · · aN,tN on
S (R2d), where aj,tj(X) = aj(tjX), 1 ≤ j ≤ N , extends uniquely to a
ontinuous mapping from
swp1(1/ω1, ϑ1)× · · · × swpN (1/ωN , ϑN)
to swr (1/ω, ϑ). One has the estimate
(5.19)
‖a1,t1 · · ·aN,tN‖swr (1/ω,ϑ)
≤ Cd‖a1‖swp1(1/ω1,ϑ1) · · · ‖aN‖swpN (1/ωN ,ϑN ),
where C = CN0 |t1|−2/p′1 · · · |tN |−2/p′N for some onstant C0 whih is in-
dependent of N , t1, . . . , tN and d.
Remark 5.9. Theorem 5.7 an also be generalized to involve st,p spaes,
for general t ∈ R.
In fat, assume that pj, r, tj , ω, ωj, ϑ and ϑj for 1 ≤ j ≤ N are
the same as in Theorems 5.7 and 5.8. Also assume that t ∈ R, and let
τk = t when jk = 0 and τk = 1 − t when jk = 1. (The numbers jk are
the same as in (5.5)
′
.)
Then the mapping (a1, . . . , aN) 7→ a1,t1∗· · ·aN,tN on S (R2d), extends
uniquely to a ontinuous mapping from
sτ1,p1(1/ω1, ϑ1)× · · · × sτN ,pN (1/ωN , ϑN)
to st,r(1/ω, ϑ). Furthermore it holds
(5.20)
‖a1,t1 ∗ · · · ∗aN,tN‖sAr (1/ω,ϑ)
≤ Cd‖a1‖sτ1,p1 (1/ω1,ϑ1) · · · ‖aN‖sτN ,pN (1/ωN ,ϑN ).
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where C = CN0 |t1|−2a/p1 · · · |tN |−2/pN for some onstant C0 whih is
independent of N , t1, . . . , tN and d.
Moreover, if (aj)τj (x,D) ≥ 0 for eah 1 ≤ j ≤ N , then (a1,t1 ∗ · · · ∗
aN,tN )t(x,D) ≥ 0.
When proving this we rst assume that a1, . . . , aN ∈ S . By Propo-
sition 4.5 we get
‖a1,t1∗· · ·∗aN,tN‖st,r(1/ω,ϑ) = ‖e−i(t−1/2)〈Dx ,Dξ〉(a1,t1∗· · ·∗aN,tN )‖swr (1/ω,ϑ)
= ‖b1 ∗ · · · ∗ bN‖swr (1/ω,ϑ),
where
bk = e
−i(−1)jk (t−1/2)〈Dx ,Dξ〉/t
2
k(ak(tk · )) = (e−i(−1)jk (t−1/2)〈Dx ,Dξ〉ak)(tk · ).
Hene by Theorem 5.7 we get
‖a1,t1 ∗ · · · ∗ aN,tN‖st,r(1/ω,ϑ) ≤ CI1 · · · IN ,
where
Ik = ‖e−i(−1)jk (t−1/2)〈Dx ,Dξ〉ak‖swpk (1/ωk ,ϑk) = ‖ak‖sτk,pk (1/ωk ,ϑk).
This gives (5.20).
The result now follows from (5.20) and the fat that S is dense in
st,p(ω1, ω2) when p <∞, and dense in st,∞(ω1, ω2) with respet to the
weak
∗
topology.
Next we onsider elements in sA1 (1/v, v), where v = vˇ ∈ P(R2d) is
submultipliative. We note that eah element in sA1 (1/v, v) is a on-
tinuous funtion whih turns to zero at innity, sine (5.8) shows that
sA1 (1/v, v) ⊆ CB(R2d).
It follows that any produt of odd numbers of elements in sA1 (1/v, v)
are again in sA1 (1/v, v). In fat, assume that a1, . . . , aN ∈ sA1 (1/v, v),
|α| is odd, and that tj = 1. Then it follows from Theorem 5.6 that
aα11 · · · aαNN ∈ sA1 (1/v, v), and
(5.21) ‖aα11 · · · aαNN ‖sA1 (1/v,v) ≤ C
d|α|
0
∏
‖aj‖αjsA1 (1/v,v),
for some onstant C0 whih is independent of α and d.
Furthermore, if in addition a1, . . . , aN are σ-positive in the sense of
Denition 1.5, then the same is true for aα11 · · · aαNN . The following result
is an immediate onsequene of these observations.
Proposition 5.10. Assume that a1, . . . , aN ∈ sA1 (1/v, v), where v =
vˇ ∈ P(R2d) is submultipliative, C0 is the same as in (5.21), and
assume that R1, . . . , RN > 0. Also assume that f, g are odd analyti
funtions from the polydis
{ z ∈ CN ; |zj | < C0Rj }
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to C, with expansions
f(z) =
∑
α
cαz
α
and g(z) =
∑
α
|cα|zα.
Then f(a) = f(a1, . . . , aN) is well-dened and belongs to s
A
1 (1/v, v).
One has the estimate
‖f(a)‖sA1 (1/v,v) ≤ g(C0‖a1‖sA1 (1/v,v), . . . , C0‖aN‖sA1 (1/v,v)).
If in addition a1, . . . , aN ∈ C+(R2d), then g(a) ∈ C+(R2d).
An open question for the author is whether the Theorems 5.35.8
and Remark 5.9 are true for other dilations. This might then lead to
improvements of Proposition 5.10. In this ontext we note that sA1 (R
2d),
and therefore sA∞(R
2d) by duality, are not stable under dilations (see
Proposition 2.1.12 in [41℄ or Proposition 5.4 in [44℄). We refer to [43,44℄
for a further properties of σ-positive funtions and distributions.
For rank one elements we also have the following positivity result.
Proposition 5.11. Assume that v, v1 ∈ P(R2d) are submultipliative
and fulll v1 = v( · /
√
2 ), u ∈ sw∞(1/ω, ω) is an element of rank one,
and let a(X) = |u(X/√2)|2. Then a ∈ sw1 (1/v1, v1), and aw(x,D) ≥ 0.
Proof. Sine u is rank one, it follows from Proposition 4.5 that u, u ∈
sw1 (1/v, v), whih implies that a ∈ sw1 (1/v1, v1) in view of Theorem 5.8.
The result now follows from this fat and Proposition 4.10 in [43℄. 
We nish the setion by applying our results on Toeplitz operators.
The following result is an be onsidered as a parallel result to the
reent results in [50℄, espeially to Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.5 in [50℄.
It also generalizes Proposition 4.5 in [45℄.
Theorem 5.12. Assume that p ∈ [1,∞] and ω, ω0, ϑ, ϑj ∈ P(R2d) for
j = 0, 1, 2 satisfy
ω(X1 −X2) ≤ Cω0(
√
2X1)ϑ2(X2)
and
ϑ(X1 −X2) ≤ Cϑ0(
√
2X1)ϑ1(X2)
Then the denition of Tph1,h2(a) extends uniquely to eah a ∈ S ′(R2d)
and hj ∈ M2(ϑj ) for j = 1, 2 suh that a(
√
2 · ) ∈ swp (1/ω0, ϑ0), and for
some onstant C it holds
‖Tph1,h2(a)‖Ip(M2(1/ω),M2(ϑ)) ≤ C‖a(
√
2 · )‖swp (1/ω0,ϑ0)‖h1‖M2(ϑ1)‖h2‖M2(ϑ2).
Furthermore, if h1 = h2 and b
w(x,D) ≥ 0, where b = a(√2 · ), then
Tph1,h2(a) ≥ 0.
Proof. Sine Wh2,h1 ∈ sw1 (1/ϑ1, ϑ2), the result is an immediate onse-
quene of (1.15) and Theorem 5.7. 
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